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Total Time Management
for firms of all sizes
Intapp Time represents the ultimate alignment of Intapp’s
market-leading software solutions with today’s progressive
thinking around time recording. Over 400 organizations,
ranging in size from firms with fewer than 50 lawyers to
firms with more than 4,000 lawyers, have selected Intapp
as their preferred vendor for time management.
Total Time Management moves beyond the traditional relationship between time and billing, looking to a new ‘input,
output, outcomes’ approach to help firms extract greater
business value from their time data and to better understand the costs of service delivery.

One seamless system
Intapp Time delivers all the functionality with none of the complexity. Instead of discrete, separate components for entry and
capture, desktop and mobile, there is one universal interface
to access, online or offline, on devices and desktops. Intapp
integrates with all leading practice management and accounting
systems, with a single window view overlaying the bi-directional
flow of time, matter/project and client data.
Choice of delivery platform
Intapp Time can be rolled out on premises or alternatively hosted
within a private cloud environment, bringing enterprise software
and the proven benefits of Software as a Service to firms of all
sizes. Intapp is the enabler of Total Time Management for everyone, a single unified solution that’s accessible, affordable and
available anytime, anywhere, any way.
User-centric
Intapp Time has been designed to be everyone’s perfect ‘partner

in time’. We’ve drawn on all our collective experience and poured
that into a flexible, adaptive solution that timekeepers can use any
way they want, where it’s a style mandated at firm level or defined
by the preferences of individual timekeepers.
Device agnostic
Intapp offers an exceptional user experience across iOS, Android,
Windows Phone and Blackberry, ensuring Intapp Time goes where
you go, and is available wherever you need it to be, from your
desktop to your laptop to your smart device.
Fast, flexible interface
Intapp Time provides a responsive, configurable interface that
lets timekeepers see, manage and record activity in the way that
works best for them. A familiar, Outlook-like planner offers daily,
weekly and monthly work views, while integrated dashboards
display entries by client or matter/engagement and other metrics.
A host of slick utilities further simplify the mechanics of time
recording.
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Comprehensive compliance capability
Intapp Time provides point-of-entry compliance with billing
guidelines and outside counsel guidelines, giving timekeepers
instant feedback that allows them to correct errors on the spot,
as well as enforcement of information barriers and phase/task
activity code requirements.
Higher quality data
Intapp Time provides timekeepers with an accurate, consolidated
report of their client and matter/engagement related activity,
generated by the automatic background monitoring of the key
applications in use. This can deliver an additional 2-4 hours of billable time each month to a fee earner, while also building a much
more accurate, complete time data set.
Business influencer
As the enabler of Total Time Management, Intapp Time is helping
drive better project management, pricing innovation, costing
accuracy, client relationships, fee earner support, labor optimization, situational awareness, and ultimately greater business
control.

“Lawyers shouldn’t have to spend a lot of
time on administrative tasks. We wanted to
reduce the time and effort lawyers spend
reconstructing their activity, and help them
capture a more accurate record of client
work as it happens. Intapp Time will help
to achieve this while adapting to the way
lawyers work. The flexibility, the ease of
use, and the strong mobile solution were
important criteria in selecting Intapp Time
over other alternatives.”
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